
SOUTHERN MUSCLE ASSOCIATION’S POWERLIFTING RULES 

All of the above lifts are open to both men and women.  Please see on-line entry form for divisions and 

age groups. Currently, the Southern Muscle Association is only offering the following powerlifting 

events: 

1- Raw Bench Press 

2- Classic Bench Press 

3- Strict Curl 

4- Power Curl 

EQUIPMENT RULES 

RAW LIFTERS CAN WEAR THE FOLLOWING 

SINGLET 

4’ WIDE BELT 

WRIST WRAPS UP TO 36” LONG 

COTTON SHIRT, NO DRI FIT MATERIAL IS ALLOWED. ALL SHIRTS MUST HAVE SLEEVES 

COTTON UNDERWEAR, NO DRI FIT OR BIKER TYPE MATERIAL IS ALLOWED 

SHOES WITH A SOLE MUST BE WORN, SNEAKERS, BOOTS, SLIPPERS, SQUAT SHOES are some of the 
shoes allowed. You cannot lift on the platform with just socks on for safety reasons. 

CLASSIC LIFTERS CAN WEAR THE FOLLOWING 

SINGLET 

4’” WIDE BELT 

WRIST WRAPS UP TO 36” LONG 

ELBOW SLEEVES UP TO 5MM IN THICKNESS FOR THE MASTERS DIVISION ONLY-(VELCRO TIGHTENERS OR 
BUCKELS ARE NOT ALLOWED ON YOUR SLEEVES) 

COTTON OR DRI FIT MATERIAL IS ALLOWED, ALL SHIRTS MUST HAVE SLEEVES 

COTTON OR DRI FIT BIKER MATERIAL IS ALLOWED 

SHOES WITH A SOLE MUST BE WORN, SNEAKERS, BOOTS, SLIPPERS, SQUAT SHOES are some of the 
shoes allowed. You cannot lift on the platform with socks on for safety reasons. 

 

BENCH PRESS RULES 

The lift will start once the lifter has his butt and shoulders on the bench and you must un-rack the 

weight. Once the weight is out of the rack you must lock your arms and then 

bring the bar down and touch your chest or (no lower than the sternum/ top abdominal area). Once the 

bar stops and is motionless you will receive the PRESS signal. You 



must then press the weight back up with your arms in the locked position. Once you are locked out the 

judge will tell you to RACK the weight. 

DISQUALIFICATIONS 

1- Intentional contact between the uprights and the bar 

2- Seesawing or uneven lockout 

3- Excessive foot movement or any shifting of the feet 

4- Lifting of the buttocks off the bench or having your butt off the bench throughout the entire motion 

of the lift. Your butt must remain in contact with the bench. 

5- Not locking the arms after receiving a handoff or when you take the bar off the rack 

6- The bar going downward after you make an attempt to press upward 

7- Failure to lock out completely 

8- Not waiting for the press and rack signal 

9- Sinking the bar into your chest or heaving the bar after the press signal is given 

10- Any contact with the bench supports with your feet 

11-Bringing the bar down below the sternum area 

12- Not touching the bar to your chest during the downward movement 

Note- lifters are allowed to lift with their feet flat or on their toes but your feet must remain in the 

same position throughout the entire lift. Lifters are not allowed to lift on their heels once the lift has 

started. 

Your head is allowed to be on or off the bench during your attempt. 

Wrist wrap thumb loops can be on the thumbs or off the thumbs whichever you prefer. 

 

STRICT CURL 

An E-Z curl bar will be used for all competitions.  

1- All lifters will be placed on a wall or portable platform at the venue. 

 

2-  You will remove the bar from the rack or the spotters will place the bar in your hands in an 

underhand grip fashion. Your feet must be straight, not staggered in anyway. 

3- Your arms must be locked at the start of the lift and your knees must stay locked throughout the 

lift. 

4- Once you are set (motionless) you will receive the CURL command. You will then curl the weight 

upward without moving your body (butt and back) off the wall.  

5- Bouncing the bar off your thighs or swinging and heaving the bar upwards is cause for 

disqualification.  



6- The bar must not go down once you start the lift and the bar must come up evenly on both 

sides.  

DISQUALIFICATIONS: 

1- Failure to wait for the CURL or DOWN signal. 

2- Any downward motion of the bar and any unevenness of the bar. 

3- Any swinging or heaving of the bar. 

4- Any shifting of the feet from its original position or lifting your heels off the floor. 

5- Failure to maintain control at the finish position. 

6- Bouncing the bar off the thighs to start the lift. 

7- Your buttocks or back coming off the wall 

8- Unlocking your knees 

POWERCURL 

An E-Z curl bar will be used for all competitions.  

1- You will remove the bar from the rack or the spotters will place the bar in your hands in an 

underhand grip fashion. 

2-  Your feet must be straight, not staggered in anyway.  

 

3- Your arms must be locked at the start of the lift and your knees must be locked at the beginning 

of the lift only.  

 

4- Once you are set (motionless) you will receive the CURL command. You will then curl the weight 

upward without moving your body FORWARD excessively! (Your head cannot go past your toes)  

 

5- Bouncing the bar off your thighs or swinging and heaving the bar upwards is cause for 

disqualification.  

 

6- Both arms must come up together, no seesawing of the bar or excessive unevenness is allowed.  

 

7- The bar must not go down once you start the lift.  

 

8- Lifters can lean back as far they want. 

DISQUALIFICATIONS 

1- Failure to wait for the CURL or DOWN signal. 

2- Any downward motion of the bar and any unevenness of the bar. 

3- Any swinging or heaving of the bar. 



4- Any shifting of the feet from its original position or lifting your heels off the floor. 

5- Failure to maintain control at the finish position. 

6- Bouncing the bar off the thighs to start the lift. 

7- Your body coming forward pass your toes to gain momentum to lift the weight 

 

 


